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Merry X’mas
Jingle bells, jingle bells, Jingle all the way,Oh, what fun it is to ride In an one horse open sleigh...
Hey, Christmas is round the corner and our preparations for it has began with all the gifts, lights,
decorations and the family angel to put up on the tree. Time to exchange gifts, time for secret Santa,
time to put up the gift sock near the fire place so Santa can come and put gifts in it. Mom making her
special yummy mummy plump cake, coco chocolate cookies, choco chocolate cake and much more.
This is the time of the year that we get our results of being a good or bad child. Coming together and
singing Christmas carols, like Away in a Manger, Have yourself a Merry Little Christmas or Frosty the
snow man, having family prayers, dinner, going to church and praying, the holy mass.
Though there is no snow in Bangalore
yet the Red, Green, Golden, White
and Blue are seen everywhere. Red
which symbolizes the color of Holly
berries, which is said to represent the
blood of Jesus when he died on the
cross. Red is also the color of Bishops
robes. These would have been worn
by St. Nicholas and the also became
Santa’s uniform! Green, like Holly, Ivy
and Mistletoe have been used for
thousands of years to decorate and
brighten up buildings during the long
dark winter. It reminds us that spring
would come and winter wouldn’t last
forever! The Romans would exchange
evergreen branches during January as a sign of good luck. There comes Golden, the color of the Sun
and light – both very important in the dark winter. And both red and gold are the colours of fire that you
need to keep you warm. Gold was also one of the presents brought to the Infant Jesus by one of the wise
men and traditionally it’s the colour used to show the star that the wise men followed. Then comes white
often associated with purity and peace in western cultures. The snow of winter is also very white! White
paper wafers were also sometimes used to decorate paradise trees. The wafers represented the bread
eaten during Christian Communion or Mass, when Christians remember that Jesus died for them.
Though, the last but not the least Blue is often associated with Mary, the mother of Jesus. In medieval
times blue dye and paint was more expensive than gold! So it would only be worn by Royal families and
very rich people. Mary was often painted wearing blue to show she was very important. Blue can also
represent the colour of the sky and heaven. During Advent, purple and sometimes blue is used in most
churches for the color of altar cloth (in Russian Orthodox Church red is used for advent).
Anoushka Vidudala - I PPES O
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Doosra

First Year at
Christ Junior College
Christ Junior College, the first choice of the best
and the brightest. First year at CJC undoubtedly
is one of the best years in the life of a Christite.
Entering into CJC every student had high
expectations, but Christ Junior College did
indeed exceed all our expectations. CJC proved
to be a place where students can build upon
their academic knowledge and their co
curricular skills. It provideds a platform for
students to realize and develop their potential.
As a newly branded Christite, at first I was a little
lost in crowd. But I later realised, the more the
people, the merrier it is.First year at CJC showed
me that education can be taken to a totally
different level. During this one year CJC has
taught me the importance of balancing
academics and extracurricular activities. The
prime focus of any institution is academic
excellence. Christ Junior College mirrors its
academic excellence through a team of
dedicated teachers. The teachers are very
approachable. They have evolved into really
great friends in this one year.
When it comes to extracurricular activities the
forum provided by Christ Junior college is
undoubtedly one among the best. I have
thoroughly enjoyed each and every moment
participating in different activities this year. Xite
was truly one of the most memorable events this
year. It was the best place where everyone could
participate in as many events as one wishes to
and showcase their talents and emerge winners.
CJCMUN, Magnachrista, Cosmos and the
Annual Sports day were the other events that
brought fun and excitement in the monotonous
lives of students. And needless to say with hard
work, dedication and teamwork, Class
Culturals is not less to put forth the talent that
every student has. We were astonished to see
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and association helped students in fostering
their creativity. It provided students with an
opportunity to blend creativity with facts and
make learning experience truly real.Christ
Junior is what it is today because of its discipline
and rules. At the beginning of the year the
students found difficulty in sticking to the rules,
but as the days went by we realised that these
rules are one of the things that set the standards

in CJC. We realised that if we stick to the rules and utilise
the opportunities provided, first year will truly be an
amazing experience. Today I am reminded of Father
Principal’s words at the inauguration ceremony of 1PU,
‘Nobody at Christ Junior College remains stagnant’.
And his words were indeed very true. Father Sebastian
Mathai, our principal has been supporting and guiding
us since our very first day at college.
My first year at CJC has helped me create a definition for
who I am as an individual. Hoping to make the best out
of my time at CJC and continue the pursuit for
excellence. As first year comes to an end I am proud to
say that – Once a Christite, always a Christite.

COSMOS - A Blend of Creativity and Innovation
Aswathi Jayakumar
1 PCMB C

EXAMS!
Today I stared at my 10th board paper, and I knew
nothing.A paper I got a 90 in, but had no recollection
of doing so.I'm sad that a number on my paper
decided my future back then, and lost its value to
determine my past.
I never understood it, and I never will. I will never
understand why crying and shivering and losing my
mind over an exam was for the benefit of my
knowledge.Why my mental health came second while
my classes came first.Why I had to pretend that I had
grown as a person while all I did was read and
reproduce and read and reproduce but never truly
learnt.Why I had to be told I was unintelligent for
failing a paper I once topped in simply because I didn't
study.
Exams do nothing.They test nothing.Sure, they may
test your memory or your skills to write, but when did
you truly learn to live your life when all you were taught
were the ones that lived in the past? Our education
system is flawed.
It's flawed because we're taught how to learn, but
never actually learn. We're taught how to be smart but
are we truly smart. We're taught how to compare
ourselves with a mark on top of our papers, but do
they really tell you your worth?
Larissa Mariam - II HEPP N
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Hatrick

"Emouvoir'’
Wow! There are disco lights in the quadrangle – why? Students, music, dance grooves, large crowd as well as
sequinned glittery costumes thrilled each of one the freshers. After a few minutes, we got to know that this was
called ‘Class Culturals’. Henceforth, every time our class teacher entered the class, our prioritized questions
would be “Sir, what’s our prop?”, “When are we performing?” and so on. After a few days, our eager wait finally
came to a stop. Our prop was ‘mask’ and our performance was on the 27th of September 2016.No sooner than
our prop was revealed to us, an air of thrill rolled over our class room. The class immediately began to discuss
themes and coloured fantasies began in each of our heads, with us joyfully hooting all along. Representatives
for this event were appointed, and the class involved in bringing forth different ideas. Mask is such a prop, where
disguised emotions and manipulation could be strongly depicted. Coming up with an intense theme was
definitely a mighty task. Creativity is intelligence having fun and this was truly seen in our class.
Finally, our theme ‘Emouvoir', meaning ‘emotions’, was decided with four eminent colours depicting strong
emotions and societal features. The theme was done, but implementation strode over us. Deciding on songs for
each colour was tricky. We divided our class into four groups with respect to assigned colours, a mime team,
representatives and the choreographers. This cultural activity had shown us the methods through which
entertainment could be presented. It elicited from everybody their own ideas, that later converged into one
direction. Each colour was designated a particular place to practice and it was mandatory for each one to stay
back after classes till 5.30 p.m. every day. Despite hunger cravings and growling stomachs, the whole class put
their best foot forward towards the epitome of precision. The backdrop was also highlight. Four students with
great artistic skills gave their best portrayal of the theme in painting and sketching and showed immense hard
work in achieving a beautiful backdrop. Costumes were also a criteria, where ‘unity is strength" was definitely
imbibed in each group’s dress code. As days passed by, accuracy and coordination became our goal. Daily
rehearsals led to perfection of steps. Class Culturals brought in a good comradery amongst all of us.
Countdown for 27th September had begun, and in the final rehearsal the whole class put in its best effort in
achieving each steps in the smoothest way to enlighten the audience. A big thank you to all the students, who
stayed until the end of practice, truly showing their dedication to the class. Alas! Our day of performance arrived.
Mask was the main element in attiring ourselves, and attraction was our main goal. Fancy masks garnished our
faces to keep eyes on us. All dressed up, our dresses displayed the four colours. A dispersion of colours where
red spread love, blue dispelled happiness, the glittery gold sparkled with richness and the black symbolised a
warning against addiction was shown. Music was on, we danced to the newest pop beats and each colour had
its own trippy music. An enthralled and enthusiastic crowd encouraged us into breathless sways, and the
spectators’ hoots and shouts definitely embarked a spirit in our souls.
This event would have definitely been impossible without the support of our class teacher. ‘Emouvoir’, the Class
Cultural show of I PCMB ‘C’, was definitely an effective motivation for each of the students’ hearts. The
participation of every student is to be applauded, and I truly believe that we rocked the floor with our
performance.
Mahima Mariah I PCMB C
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Half-Time

Low Aim is a Crime
"Movies are waste of time," "Movies
manipulate your mind," this is a general
reaction from parents, teachers and to be
specific - from all and sundry. There are
people who go against these statements
also and I'm surely one among them,
provided that one watches those movies
that have to be watched. Here, I would like
to recommend one such movie which I
suggest every girl and every student in
general to watch and get inspired. This film
has a strong message about how
education can change one's life. It was the
opening gala film at the silk road
international Film Festival held at Fuzzy,
China. The film also made it to the hot
ticket screening at BFI London and has also
been selected for Rome Film Festival Alice Bella Vita. While these mentions are made to create confidence in you
about the worth of the movie, I assure that this is not the review of the movie. It is more an attempt to describe the
inspiring aspects of it. Until I saw this movie, I was of the opinion that a student who doesn't show any interest in
studies, gets only 30-40% of marks and removed as the joker of the class -fit for nothing would remain the same.
I used to believe that such a student can be moulded only by a very big impetus from behind. But this movie
shattered my opinion on the same. It so beautifully depicts that your past makes no sense when you strive
towards your dream with a passionate mind. It showcases the never ending love story between a mother and her
child.
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The natural depiction of everyday emotions especially anger and frustration of the child on her mother, heart
touching replies of mother through her actions, that family boy who makes it to school amid direst poverty but
still tops his exams are few of the many spell bounding incidents. When the mother joins the school as a student
to instil discipline in her child, I remember one such woman from Bihar who completed class 10 along with her
son. The movie eventually ends with 2 triumphs. One is of the mother's who makes her long standing dream
come true by completing metric. The other is of her daughter's, who with the help and inspiration from her
mother eventually manages to become an IAS and raises her stature from a rustic to a respectable person. I
strongly recommend this movie because it makes you understand the value of education, the hardships of your
parents, their visions and dreams to give you wings so that you can fly without restrictions and above all, this
movie leaves a strong impression that "Low aim is a crime." The movie is a Hindi movie called "Nil Battey
Sannata,", starring Swara Bhaskar and Rhea Shilpa and it says -"Aim high - fly high.”
Mounika Jaggala - I HESP M

Isn't it surprising?Even after reading the title you have started reading it!!!
I'm sure you understand the meaning of "Don't read " but still you are reading!!!
Stop reading it now at least. I know you will go on to see what you get from it.But
there is nothing in this article to read. So please stop reading it now. What is this?
Why don't you talk my words seriously? You are still reading!! I get annoyed when people
don't listen to me. Please don't waste your precious time reading this. Can you give me
a good reason why you read this? I know you cannot stop reading this.It is quite common
that when you are asked not to do something, you love doing it. I have asked you
repeatedly to stop reading this, but you will not. Why?
Because, "The forbidden fruit is the sweetest!!”
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Five Pointer

Sports Day
All work and no play makes Jack a dull boy. This proverb highlights the playful activities needed in life. Sports day
is an event which includes various physical activities like races, long jump and high jump etc. Sports day is an
annual event at Christ Junior College. This is the day when we, the students of CJC and the NCC cadets march
with enthusiasm, focus, passion, dedication and co-ordination. It doesn’t need only passion and enthusiasm but
also requires severe amount of practice. A prize is awarded to a class that not only marches well, but also shows
that “we are all involved together in this parade when we stand hand in hand”.
This year the annual athletic meet was held at the Dharmaram Basketball ground on 3rd December 2016. All
the classes marched well. They put their best foot forward for practice, which showed their dedication and team
spirit for this wonderful event and to their own class.Our chief guest for the day was Shri Arjun Devaiah
Theethamada who himself is an athlete and holds record next to Milkha Singh. He gave an inspiring speech for
the young generation and shared his experience through his speech.
Each class designed its own unique sweatshirts from best fashion blog websites to represent their class. Each
class sported different sweatshirts with varied colours, designs and motifs. The field was filled with unique colours
that each class had to showcase. Each class was a winner in their own explicit way but in the end one amongst
them all had to be chosen. The class that won the decree for their best marching was I- CAME L. A dance jazz
was performed by the Christ University students from both the branches. This grandeur event was concluded by
Christites on singing the college anthem with reverence and respect.

Anoushka Vidudala - I PPES O
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Super 'Six'er!

You Were Not Alone Ding!
The little chime hanging above the old wooden doors of the Starbucks café on 5th Avenue chimed as I
opened the door and walked in. The cold wind tagged along with me and was immediately sucked out
as the door closed automatically. Rubbing my gloved hands together, I walked into the cafeteria and
sighed as warm air from the heaters embraced me. After shaking off the specks of snow in my hair and
removing my gloves, my eyes raked around the café. I instantly, was drugged by the aroma of warm
coffee that was so needed on this very freezing day. Even though the café was located on 5th Avenue, it
had a very antique glimpse to it which made me feel much cozy. The chairs were all teak and scraped. I
walked to the counter where there were two baristas working on orders. Today being a lousy Monday,
there were hardly any customers around. My hands that were so weary and tired rested on the counter
as I waited for the barista nearest to me to finish his work. He was working on a raspberry cake and
dipped the knife into the raspberry syrup to layer the top of a cake. The syrup dripped from the knife
and a sense of déjà vu dawned on me. My head ached as the memories kept hitting me like a
boulder…His blood…My knife…I was gasping for air and screaming in fright…“Ma’am? Ma’am, are
you alright?”A warm palm rubbing against my cold hand broke me out of my stupor. I realized I was
panting and ironically sweating. My whole body was shaking as dreary washed over me. ‘No, I can’t
think about this anymore! I have to forget it! Last night was a huge mistake.’ I reminded myself and
slowly began to calm down. My wide eyes began to focus on 4 pairs of eyes that were eyeing me with
concern. The green eyed barista who was near me smiled at me reassuringly and the blue eyed one
nodded at me and got back to his work. I gave a sideway glance to the people in the café and it seemed
like they had all returned to their respective works after seeing me calmed down.
The raspberry juice on the counter was making me want to puke and the green eyed barista whose
name tag read ‘Kenneth’ seemed to notice me going green. “Alright. Why don’t you go take a seat and
I’ll make you a nice hot mocha?” He offered. I smiled at his generous offer and whispered a “thank
you” before making my way to a nearby table that was facing the window. I placed my head in my
hands. My body needed rest. I needed time. I looked out of the window and my slightly tinted reflection
stared right back at me. I was such a mess. A confused guilty mess.
I wanted to make myself look more decent and less suspicious so I went to the washroom to tidy up.
After washing my face and tying my hair into a neat pony, I walked out. On reaching my table, I saw the
hot mocha resting on it. The scintillating aroma of coffee and chocolate wafted to my nose and
drugged my entire being. I sat down with a huge smile on my face and was about to lift the mug to take
my first sip when I saw a note under the mug.Confused, I picked up the yellow chit and a messy slant
handwriting stared right back at me. Like the person who wrote this was in some sort of a hurry.I read
the note and my eyes grew as wide as saucers. Fear and dread washed over me and my fingers began
to tremble. I looked around myself frantically, trying to search for the source of this message. Everyone
around me was busy with their own businesses and nobody was watching me expectantly. There was
no way I could go to Kenneth and ask him regarding this! He would be suspicious with my previous
panic attack. Quickly, I placed some bills on the counter and stalked out of the café leaving my
untouched mocha behind. Crumpling the note in my hand, I got into my car and drove off. There was
one thing I couldn’t ever crumple, though. That was what the note said.
‘You were not alone last night.’
I wasn’t alone last night. I was seen. This cost my life.
Romola Marion Verghese - I PPES O
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Lucky Seven

THE CRIES OF HUNGER
The clustered clumps of numerous settlements
Filled with the growling crowd of many hungry eyes.
The shattered to no one, even their parents.
The bony bodies of many, lies.
The trembling voices of those weary cries.
Slowly slouching towards their death.
They do not realize this might be their last breath.
Scavengers circle the soon to be carcass,
These mourning moments to see is torturous.
Sounds soon disappear, only meek grunting we can hear.
These tiny bodies of innocence have done no wrong
To patiently await their death this long.
The maddening silence awaits voices that are alive.
Nimmy Pious I-PCMB C

“The Memory of an Experience is far Greater than the Experience itself”
-Gurucharan Das, Bangalore Literature Festival 2016
As our experience of the Bangalore Literature Festival 2016 fades into the past, our memory of it is
clearer than ever. As part of our two-day volunteering, we got an insight into the literary world unlike
ever before.During these two incredible days, we gained an opportunity to interact with some of the
best authors of our time such as Shashi Tharoor, Sudha Murthy, Amish Tripathi, Sabah Carrim, Carlo
Pizzati, Rosalyn De Mello and so on. In addition, we met actors such as Aishwaryaa Rajinikanth
Dhanush and Shatrughan Sinha. Apart from the speakers, we had an opportunity to build lasting
friendships with the Atta Galatta team who reciprocated the respect we gave regardless of age or
position.
We were able to listen to the different perspectives of the various speakers and panellists about issues
of relevance today. Some of the topics touched upon were the theatre of demonetization, the future of
Indian cooking, love in modern times and the history of the British rule in India. We also got a chance to
witness a dance performance by The Lewis Foundation of Classical Ballet and musical performances
by a few artists too.
In the process of working during these two days, we acquired certain skills such as organisation,
hospitality, crowd control and the art of controlling our own emotions when interacting with our biggest
heroes. It also gave us inspiration to take part in more of these festivals and has showed us a part of the
Bangalore Literary circuit.
An aspect of the festival was LitMart, a competition which provided authors a platform to pitch their
new work, for which one of our students, Sanjana N of II PPES O, was selected as a finalist.It’s fair to say
that those of us who volunteered will not miss another edition of the festival. The exposure that we were
able to gain from this festival is unparalleled and something that we will carry with us for the rest of our
lives
.
Larissa Mariam 2 HEPP N & Devi Sastry 2 HEPP N
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Pieces of 8

A Celebration of Charity and Purity
It is believed that fasting in the month of
Ramzan purifies the soul. The prayers, after
fasting save the people from going to hell and
opens the doors of heaven. Eid-al-Fitr, the
festival of breaking fast, is an important
religious festival celebrated by Muslims
worldwide that marks the end of Ramadan the
Islamic holy month of fasting.

The Pain of separation
When the pain of separation weighs you down,
When it feels like you are in some ghost town.
All you’ve got to do is look in the mirror.
And smile and say, “this won’t last forever”.
Shivani R II
HEPP N

A little more than a source of light
You are alone, in the dark.
You lit me up, to not get lost.
When my wick keeps the flame burning,
There will come a point when I burn out.
But, if that’s why you discard me,
You never deserved me at all.
Because my wax was never goneRemake me, I’ll simply repeat it all.
Shivani R II
HEPP N

In India, all communities join the Muslims in
celebrating Eid. Sweets are shared and
greetings are exchanged by all the Hindus,
Sikhs and Christians, who greet their Muslim
brothers on this day. The celebration of Eid
promotes national integration and the feeling
of brotherhood. Joy is doubled when it is
shared.
It is a festival of love and good will. It gives us a
message to love all and hate none. Separated
lovers hope to meet on this day.It excites us to
bid goodbye to hatred, jealousy and enmity and
bring in an era of love, sympathy and
brotherhood.

Gifts! Gifts! Gifts! Everywhere we find people
buying, giving and receiving gifts! The art of giving
Christmas presents was invented by the Magi as you
know were wise men who bought gifts to the babe in
the manger. Does gifting mean only material
presents? Are we all not wonderful gifts of God? Yes
indeed! Each one of us is unique in nature, thoughts
and caliber like the unique gifts that we pick, to
present as secret Santas. So my dear students you
are a valuable gift bundled with so many talents
and values. Present yourself as the greatest gift. The
“Gift of the Magi” written by “O. Henry” best
illustrates the sacrifice which goes behind gifting to
make it truly valuable. The editorial board is happy
to present you a valuable gift, ‘Write Angle’. Open
it. See what your gift is. Enjoy the gift that guides you
and nourishes your thoughts. I hope this gift gives
you the joy that Santa brings with his gifts.

“God is kind and likes kindness in all things.”
Saniya B Bepari 1 PCMB C
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